ATS ONLINE MARKETPLACE
RELEASE NOTES
VERSION: 2015.04

ENHANCEMENTS
General





Improved functionality of delete from cart functionality. For items that the quantity can only be one
(registrations, dues payments, electronic documents, etc.) there will only be a delete button. For products
there will be a quantity box with arrows as well as a delete button. When the quantity goes to zero the item is
automatically removed from the cart. (CW21824)
Eliminated a screen in the checkout process when there is no shipping or freight information to be collected.
(CW21825)
ATS has implemented additional stylesheet components to support responsive design. Many tables have been
changed to div tags. The site will still function the way it has in the past. If you have customized your styles in
the override.css file then some of those styles may need to be modified as some of the elements have changed
their class name to accommodate the responsive design. Please plan to review your site when it gets upgraded.
There are still some interior components that are using tables and they will be changed to div’s in future
releases. (CW20356)

Donations


Add functionality to update batch control amounts for donations. (CW22202)

Administrative Portal



Added new report under Customers to list records with an invalid MAIL_CODE. (CW21807)
Added new report under Customers to check for records with a zip less than 3 or greater than 10 characters.
(CW21806)

RESOLVED ISSUES
General



Corrected error in registration with 15.1.2.X was erroneously trying to check for the need to calculate
Canadian Tax when Canadian tax was not supported in 15.1.2.X. (CW21676)
Corrected an issue where the add to cart button was not displaying in the search results window on events with
only a single function (CW21791)

Billing


Modified the online dues to make sure to show and allow change to chapters, sections, misc, and sub items
when the minimum is set to 0 (CW20187)

Events


Corrected an issue when using a coupon for 100% off registration, if a function had a quantity of more than
one, the result would be a negative quantity in iMIS. (CW21760)
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Orders


Corrected an issue that would not allow items to be deleted from the cart when the BT_ID was changed due to
changing one of the store CONFIGXXXXBILLCOMPANYRECORD settings. (CW21298)
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